TRYOUTS PROTOCOL
July 2021

ARRIVAL & DROP OFF
- Arrive at AIM at least 15-20 minutes before scheduled TRYOUT time
- Players must line up at the Check-In designated area at the Main Entrance on the
SOUTH end of AIM while practicing social distance
- Players must put their shoes and knee pads while they are in the car
- Players can ONLY ACCESS AIM using the SOUTH end Main Entrance
CHECK-IN & SCREENING
- Players will form lines by AGE groups at the designated Check-In area at the
Main Entrance on the SOUTH end outside AIM
- Players must maintain proper social distance
- Players must be wearing Face Coverings
- Players will be screened and ask the following questions:
✓
Are you experiencing any COVID19 symptoms? (fever, cough, etc.)
✓
Have you been exposed to a family member or friend with COVID19?
✓
Have you traveled by Air or Internationally within last 15 days?
✓
Are you Covid-19 Vacccinated?
- Player’s temperature will be taken as they walk into the facility. If temperature
is 100 degrees Fahrenheit or higher, the player will not be allowed into the facility.
- Players that show up late to their TRYOUT time, must wait until all other players
have complete the entry protocol before they can enter the gym.
ENTERING AIM FACILITY
- Coaches will lead their respective age groups into AIM in a sequential manner.
Sequence of teams to enter the facility will be by court designation. Players must
wear a face cover while entering AIM.
- Players will proceed to a Hand Sanitation Station located at Entrance Hall to
sanitize their hands before entering into their designated court
- Players will follow their coach to the group’s designated court
- NO spectators will be allowed inside AIM Sportsplex.

TRYOUTS
- Players will have the option to remove their Face Coverings during their TRYOUT.
- Players will have the option to use gloves if choose.
- Players must avoid hand-shakes or high-fives during practices
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EXITING AIM FACILITY
- Players must exit the AIM by groups ONLY through the NORTH side door next to
court #3. The sequence to exit the facility will by courts using a clockwise pattern.
First to exit will be team/players from court #3, then court #6, then court #4,
then court #1.
- Players and Coaches should sanitize their hands before exiting AIM. Players
must take with them their water bottles, backpacks, car keys and face covers.
- Players will exit AIM individually and proceed directly to their cars on the NORTH
side with NO social gatherings for pick-up or WEST parking lot for those players
driving.
SAFETY
✓
Players, Coaches and AIM Staff must keep a 6-feet distance as much as possible
✓
Parents or Legal Guardian will be notified in case of Injury
✓
If a player exhibits any illness or COVID19 symptoms, a Club Director or AIM
Manager on site will be notified. Director will contact the Parents or Legal
Guardian.
✓
Player will be isolated and walk out the facility until is picked up by Parent or Legal
Guardian.
✓
AIM will initiate their cleaning and disinfectant protocol
✓
Players and coaches will remain safely distanced
- Violators of Seal Beach and AIM Safety Protocols or Guidelines will not be allowed
to participate
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